Welcome to BodyZo
one Physiotherapy's pa
atient resou rce about C
Cervical Burrners and
Stingers (Brachial Plexis
P
Injuriies).
Injury to the nerves of
o the neck and
a shoulderr that cause a burning or stinging feeeling are callled
burners or
o stingers. Another
A
nam
me for this ty
ype of nerve injury is braachial plexuss injury. Foootball
players are
a affected most
m often. Up
U to half off all college football playyers have haad at least onne
burner orr stinger. Maany of these occurred du
uring high sc hool footballl. Fortunately, it’s not a
serious neck
n
injury.
This guid
de will help
p you undersstand:





what parts
p
of the body
b
are inv
volved
how th
he problem develops
d
how doctors
d
diagn
nose the con
ndition
what treatment
t
op
ptions are available

Anatom
my
What pa
arts of the body are inv
volved?

The bracchial plexus is
i affected most
m often by
y a downwarrd or backwaard force agaainst the
shoulder. A nerve pleexus is an arrea where nerves branch and rejoin. T
The brachiall plexus is a
group of nerves in th
he cervical sp
pine from C5
5 to C8-T1. T
This includees the lower half of the
n
roots and
a the nerve root from the
t first thorracic vertebrra.
cervical nerve

The nerv
ves leave the spinal cord,, go through the neck, unnder the clavvicle (collar bone) and
armpit, and
a then dow
wn the arm.
The brachial plexus begins
b
with five
f roots th
hat merge or jjoin togetheer to form thrree trunks.

The threee trunks are upper (C5-C
C6), middle (C7),
(
and low
wer (C8-T1)).

Each trun
nk then splits in two, to form
f
six div
visions. Thesse divisions tthen regroupp to become three
cords (po
osterior, laterral, and med
dial).

muscles of tthe arm and
Finally, there
t
are braanches that reesult in threee nerves to thhe skin and m
hand: thee median, uln
nar, and rad
dial nerves.

Causess
What ca
auses this co
ondition?
Burners or
o stingers are
a the result of traction or
o compressiive forces onn the brachiaal plexus or
cervical nerve
n
roots. The usual mechanism
m
of injury occuurs when a ddirect blow oor hard hit too the
top of yo
our shoulder pushes it do
own at the saame time youur head is foorced to the oopposite sidee.

In the pro
ocess, the brrachial plexu
us between th
he neck and shoulder geets stretched.. The same innjury
can happ
pen if a down
nward force hits the collaarbone direcctly. In footbball, burners or stingers ooccur
most ofteen when you
u tackle or bllock anotherr player. Thiss motion oveerstretches thhe nerves off the
brachial plexus.
p
It's not cllear exactly where in thee brachial pleexus the dam
mage occurs.. Some expeerts suggest tthe
injury is most likely to
t be at the level
l
of the trunks,
t
ratheer than at thee nerve root llevel. The reesults
of other studies
s
show
w that burnerrs or stingerss from comppression forces cause nerrve root dam
mage
while traction injuriees result in pllexus injuriees. A nerve rroot injury w
would be mucch more seriious
than a bu
urner or sting
ger from a trrunk injury of
o the brachiaal plexus.
Other ath
hletes who participate in wrestling, gymnastics,
g
ssnow skiing, and martial arts can alsso
experiencce burners or stingers. Some studies suggest thatt athletes wiith a narrow cervical cannal
may be at
a increased risk
r for this type
t
of injurry.

Sympto
oms
What do
oes this cond
dition feel liike?
A burnin
ng or stinging
g feeling bettween the neeck and shouulder is the hhallmark findding in this
condition
n. True neck
k pain is more likely to be an injury tto the neck ittself. With bburners or
stingers, the painful symptoms
s
sttart above th
he shoulder aand go downn the arm andd even into tthe
hand.

The shoulder and arm may feel numb or weak. You may feel as if this area is tingling. Weakness
may be present at the time of the injury. Some patients report the arm feels and appears to be
dead. This paralysis and other symptoms may be transient or temporary. They may only last a
few seconds or minutes. But for some patients, healing takes days or weeks. In rare cases, the
damage can be permanent.

Diagnosis
How do healthcare providers diagnose this condition?
A careful history and physical exam are needed to diagnose stingers or burners. When you first
visit BodyZone Physiotherapy, we begin by assessing areas of weakness. Our physiotherapist
may be able to tell whether a stretch injury of the brachial plexus has occurred. Nerve function
and reflexes are also evaluated.
If we suspect a cervical spine injury, you will be referred to a doctor for further diagnosis. Once
your diagnostic examination is complete, the physiotherapists at BodyZone Physiotherapy have
treatment options that will help speed your recovery, so that you can more quickly return to your
active lifestyle.

Our Treatment
Burners and stingers are self-limiting. This means that with treatment, they will resolve over
time. Rest and gentle neck and shoulder range of motion are advised until symptoms resolve. If
this does not occur within a few days, then more intensive physiotherapy may be needed.
When you visit BodyZone Physiotherapy, our physiotherapist will use modalities such as
biofeedback, electrical nerve stimulation, and manual therapy to help restore the natural function
of the nerves.
We will add range of motion and strengthening exercises as tolerated. Posture is very important
during the healing phase. A chest-out position helps open the spinal canal, thus giving more
room for the spinal cord. This posture also decreases pressure on the nerve roots. Our
physiotherapist will provide sport-specific therapy when the symptoms resolve (go away).
You will likely be able to return to full sports participation when you no longer have any
symptoms. Full neck and shoulder motion must be present, and you should be able to fully
participate in practice without any problems before entering a game.
It is possible to get another burner or stinger but it could be something more serious. If you
experience these types of symptoms again, slowly lie down on the ground. Wait for the team
trainer or physician to examine you before moving your head and neck.

Some football players choose to wear extra padding, special shoulder pads, or a neck roll to
protect the neck and avoid reinjury.

Physician Review
Protecting the neck with a soft collar is the first step in the acute phase of treating burners or
stingers. If the injury occurred on the playing field, the player is placed in a protective collar
before being moved off the field. This is worn until X-rays are taken to rule out fracture,
dislocation, or other more serious neck injury.
Your doctor may use X-rays, MRI, and electro diagnostic studies such as an electromyogram
(EMG) to help make the final diagnosis. The EMG will confirm a problem, pinpoint the area of
damage, and give an idea of how long recovery will take for each individual.

Surgery
Surgery is not a treatment option for burners or stingers. Management remains conservative
(nonsurgical). Patients are followed through the athletic season until recovery is complete.

